SUMMARIES
POTENTIAL ACTION ITEMS
Educate parents on social media
Leverage student peer to peer relationship
Find a way to get ahead of the posting activity
MAJOR TAKE-A-WAYS
Across the board - no consensus - see all notes below

POTENTIAL ACTION ITEMS
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Social Media
Post it note comments

Educate parents about social media
Educate parents on social media
Educate Parents on social media (Find Creative Ways)
Educate students on lasting impacts of social media
Educate students on penalties for making threat and on cyber bullying
Educating parents on social media
Encourage local media to educate about social media
Establish a policy that requires a person who has posted on social media, concern/issue to have a
mandatory behavior health consult
Hold parents accountable and things can change
How can we educate parents? What’s our first step?
Let students know its not a “snitch” thing, it’s the right way
Mentor student to parent
Need law changes enabling Law Enforcement to identify IP addresses immediately
Peer to peer PSA
Possible way to prevent these threats from being posted
Provide social media advice for parents
Saturate the community on the concept of see something , say something
Social media classes for parents
What early intervention do we need concerning social media in elementary school

MAJOR TAKE-A-WAYS
1 Education 2. Communication 3. GAP – those who fall through cracks
Audience should be parents
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Build and develop relationships; students, parents, school staff, law enforcement
Kids are empowered due to lack of response
Once again it comes back to relationship
Social media hides people and broadens reach
Social media is used as “community building”
This is a behavior/character issue.
Threats come from anyone, anywhere, anytime

QUESTIONS
Deterrents to misuse of social media?
False positives? - Prevention
How often are juvenile being prosecuted for cyber bullying or threats
Kids being labeled as “snitch”
Using Pictures/explicit pictures for blackmail?
What is the line between student 1st Amendment Right and cyber bullying?
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